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and I have said it before now, that the opposition that has been
forthcoming till now in the Central legislature regarding any
protective measure is likely to increase at least ten times if
people were assured that there was no control being exercised
from outside India and that the Government of India were
free to take decisions on the merits of a case as it affects India
alone.5
Professor Coalman, of the London School of Economics,
made the same point in a discussion on Indian finance at
the East India Association on 24th May 1932. He said
that
'the whole future of Indian fiscal policy was very doubtful,
because already in the Assembly a very strong divergence of
opinion between Protectionist Provinces and Free Trade Pro-
vinces of India had developed and that once India got an
autonomous Government one of the first real divisions between
political parties would be on the question of Free Trade and
Protection5.
Moreover, India depends upon foreign countries to buy
her products, and if she gave them cause for provocation
by an unjust use of the tariff she would be subjecting her-
self to retaliation from them and would have to weigh
carefully the pros and cons of each measure before giving
effect to it. She will also be in a position to use the tariff
as a means of promoting her own trade by suitable com-
mercial conventions and trade agreements. As has been
stated by Mr. Baldwin, there is no surer or quicker instru-
ment in commercial bargaining between nations than the
customs tariff.
It is sometimes said that the manufacturing class is the
vocal class, whereas the vast mass of consumers belong to
the rural classes who are politically inarticulate. This may
or may not be true. But the very statement of the case
suggests a remedy.

